“Contemporary Issues in a Changing World”
Oct. 5 - Nov. 9, 2016
Wednesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm
Braselton, GA Town Hall complex
Jim Smith, PhD, Course Facilitator
We see our world changing rapidly. The knowledge base in most
traditional fields is doubling every ten years . . . or fewer. Our goal in
this class is to re-visit what we’ve learned, to stretch and exercise
our minds. In some cases our long-held beliefs may be challenged,
influencing the way we think about what we read or hear. We’ll have
ample opportunity to interact with guest speakers who are nationally
recognized experts in their fields and they’ll share insight on issues
directly affecting our lives. And we’ll enjoy the ride! (Jim is a
physicist, writer, and adjunct professor at Emory University. You can
visit him at www.JamesMarshallSmith.com and follow him on Twitter @JMSmith511. )

***
(Oct. 5) “What is Happening in American Politics: 2016 and Beyond,”
Alan Abramowitz, PhD, The Alben W. Barkley Professor of Political Science, Emory
University (Oct. 5)
Alan Abramowitz is a popular expert on national politics, polling
and elections. His expertise includes election forecasting models,
party realignment in the United States, congressional elections and
the effects of political campaigns on the electorate. In every U.S.
presidential election since 1988, his election forecast has correctly
and precisely predicted the popular vote winner within two
percentage points or less. He holds a Ph.D., Stanford University,
Political Science, 1976 M.A., Stanford University, Political Science, 1972 B.A. with High
Honors, University of Rochester, Political Science, Abramowitz, the, is the author or
coauthor of five books, including "Voice of the People: Elections and Voting Behavior in
the United States."
Among his many publications: The Polarized Public: Why American Government is so
Dysfunctional. New York: Pearson Longman (2013,) The Disappearing Center:
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Engaged Citizens, Polarization and American Democracy. New Haven: Yale University
Press (2010), and Voice of the People: Elections and Voting in the United States. New
York: McGraw Hill (2004).

(Oct. 12) “Choosing Wisely: Increasing the Use of Medical Treatments
That Work and Getting Rid of Those That Don’t,” David Howard, PhD,
Associate Professor of Health Policy and Management at Emory University’s Rollins
School of Public Health.
David Howard’s research focuses on the value of early detection in
improving cancer survival rates and the impact of quality on a patient’s
choice of health care provider. A health economist by training, his
research employs economics and statistics to better understand
physician decision-making and its implications for public policy. Dr.
Howard’s current focus is on how negative results from clinical trials and
“do less” recommendations from guidelines influence practice patterns.
Dr. Howard has acted as an advisor or consultant to the Center for
Medicare & Medicaid Services, MEDPAC, the American Cancer Society, the Division of
Transplantation in the Department of Health and Human Services, and the Institute of
Medicine. He is currently a member of CMS’s Medicare Evidence Development &
Coverage Advisory Committee and chairs the advisory board of the National Living
Donation Assistance Center. Dr. Howard received his doctorate in health policy from
Harvard University in 2000.

(Oct. 19) “Global Terrorism and the Threat of Weapons of Mass
Destruction,” Margaret E. Kosal, PhD, Associate Professor, Sam Nunn School Of
International Affairs, Ivan Allen College, Georgia Institute Of Technology
Dr. Margaret E. Kosal’s research explores the relationships
among technology, strategy, and governance. Her research
focuses on two, often intersecting, areas: reducing the threat of
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and understanding the role
of emerging technologies for security. In the changing post-Cold
War environment, the most advanced military power no longer
guarantees national or international security in a globalized world
in which an increasing number of nation-states and non-state actors have access to
new and potentially devastating capabilities. The long-term goals of her work are to
understand the underlying drivers of technological innovation and how technology
affects national security and modern warfare. She is interested in the development of
new strategic approaches and executable policy options to enable US dominance and
to limit the proliferation of unconventional weapons.
Dr. Kosal is the author of Nanotechnology for Chemical and Biological
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Defense (Springer Academic Publishers, 2009), which explores scenarios and
strategies regarding the benefits and potential proliferation threats of nanotechnology
and other emerging sciences for international security. She was recently appointed
Adjunct Scholar to the Modern War Institute at the US Military Academy/West
Point. From 2012-2013, she as a senior advisor to the Chief of Staff of the US Army as
part of his inaugural Strategic Studies Group. Before joining the Sam Nunn School of
International Affairs, she was Science and Technology Advisor within the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. She has been recognized for her efforts to coordinate across the
DoD as part of the interagency Nonproliferation and Arms Control Technology Working
Group, reporting to the National Security Council (NSC). Currently, she serves on the
editorial board of the scholarly journals Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, the Journal of
Strategic Security, the Journal of Defense Management, and Global Security: Health
Science and Policy.

(Oct. 26) "Faith and Religion: The Surprising Impact They Have on
Medicine, Health Care, and Aging,” Ellen L. Idler, PhD, Emory University,
Director of the Religion and Public Health Collaborative, and Professor, Departments of
Sociology and Epidemiology.
Dr. Ellen Idler is a Fellow and the current past chair of the
Behavioral and Social Sciences Section of the
Gerontological Society of America. She studies the
influence of attitudes, beliefs, and social connections on
health, including the effect of self-ratings of health on
mortality and disability, and the impact of religious
participation on health and the timing of death among the
elderly, research supported by National Institute on Aging
funding. Dr. Idler received her doctorate and M.Phil. from Yale University (1985), her
B.A. from the College of Wooster (1974, Phi Beta Kappa) and she attended Union
Theological Seminary on a Rockefeller Brothers Fellowship. She taught at Rutgers
University from 1985 to 2009, in the Department of Sociology and the Institute for
Health, Health Care Policy, and Aging Research. She has served on the editorial
boards of the American Journal of Sociology, the Journal of Gerontology: Social
Sciences, the Journal of Health and Social Behavior, Sociological Forum, the Slovenian
Journal of Aging, and Rutgers University Press.

(Nov. 2) “Genetically Modified (GMO) Food in America: What Are We
Eating Today, What’s Coming Tomorrow—and Why?” Wayne Allen
Parrott, PhD, Professor of Crop and Soil Sciences, University of Georgia.
Dr. Wayne Parrott received a degree in agronomy from the University
of Kentucky, and MS and PhD degrees in Plant Breeding and Plant
Genetics from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He joined the
faculty at the University of Georgia in 1988. Since then he has been
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conducting research on the development, use and safety of transgenic (i.e., GM) crop
plants, using grant monies from US Department of Agriculture, the National Science
Foundation, the US Department of Energy, and the United Soybean Board. He has
published a guide for environmental risk assessment of GMOs, along with ~ 110 journal
articles in refereed publications and 14 book chapters. He has served terms on the
editorial boards of Plant Cell Reports, Plant Cell Tissue and Organ Culture, and Crop
Science. He has served as elected chair of the biotechnology section of the Crop
Science Society of America and of the plant section of the Society for In Vitro Biology,
and is a fellow of both of these societies. He has traveled extensively throughout Latin
America and other countries, and advised legislators and regulators in the various
countries on the requisites for a functional regulatory system that ensures the safety of
GM products. He volunteered for 6 years as a scientific advisor to the Biotechnology
Committee of the International Life Sciences Institute, which served to bring the best
science available to help guide those who formulate regulatory policies.

(Nov. 9) “Election 2016: What Does it Mean for America and
Politics?” Robert Grafstein, PhD, Associate Dean, School of Public and International
Affairs, Department of Political Science, and Georgia Athletic Association Professor
With Fan Wen, a leader at China’s National School of
Administration, Prof. Grafstein coedited A Bridge Too Far?
Commonalities and Differences between China and the
U.S. (Rowman & Littlefield). He is also the author of Institutional
Realism (Yale), Choice-Free Rationality (Michigan), and numerous
articles in leading scholarly journals. He directs the Maymester
China Study Abroad Program, which he created in 2005. He has
also lectured extensively at Chinese universities. From 2002-2008
Grafstein served as Head of the School’s Department of Political
Science. He currently serves on the editorial board of the Journal of
Theoretical Politics, and has served on the boards of the Journal of Politics and Social
Science Quarterly. He received his A.B. degree from the University of Pennsylvania,
and M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.
Prof. Grafstein’s research focuses on domestic and comparative political economy,
including economic influences on voting behavior, the politics of social insurance
programs like Social Security, the political consequences of financial risk, and more
recently political economic models of political extremism and the politics of corruption.

